My trip to CA went well but I wasn’t able to see many
of you. I’d love to catch up by phone or email.
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These Siblings Stepped Up!
We were scheduled to train college students in Fort Collins but I figured it wouldn’t hurt to give
a few high school students an opportunity to take their next step.
We had trained brother and sister, Ross* and
Karris** Bryant, last fall in preparation for our
Colorado State (CSU) event. They showed great
desire to share their faith and the truth about
abortion during and after the outreach.
The question was, “Were they ready to do more”?
Ross & Karris both attend Heritage Christian HS.

I’ve often said that a great “next step” for
everyone is to challenge our family and five closest friends with the truth about abortion.
I gave this challenge to Ross and Karris and they stepped up! They brought their sister, mom,
dad and five of their friends to our
“Abortion: From Debate to Dialogue”
seminar this past spring.
Everyone had a great time. Many of them
have already connected us with churches and
leaders for future training opportunities.

Will you challenge family and friends
like Ross and Karris did? I’ll help you!
Your support makes it possible for me to meet, train, and continue to mentor
students like Ross and Karris. We’ll have to wait and see how many lives will be
changed in Colorado and beyond through your gracious investment. THANK YOU!
*Ross worked alongside his sister Karris by using his gifts and encouraging her gifts. It is great to see
siblings working together for the sake of ministry. This is just one of the ways Ross lives out his faith.
This summer he is going on a missions trip overseas and will be involved with several projects next year.
**Karris is one of the most motivated students I’ve ever met.
Among high school and college students I’ve worked with, Karris has
taken her Christian walk and the call to defend the unborn and other
defenseless humans more seriously than most. She is just now
entering 10th grade!

Defending Human Value together,
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It will take an eternity for the unborn to defend themselves

